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(i) 

SUMMARY

Exploration was carried out on staked ground east on strike from the 
Canadian Mono Metals gold deposit near Bannockburn in Madoc 
Township. Geological mapping located the favourable depositional 
environment for gold in the area and traced it across the claim 
block. Soil sampling was undertaken on the northern half of the 
block and returned anomalous values in the northeast corner. 
Previous trenching had been carried out in the area but mainly to 
the west of the anomalous gold in soils.

Magnetic and VLF-EM surveys covered the areas of interest. 
Magnetically the area of interest has moderate positive relief and 
is on the western edge of magnetic mafic volcanics. Two VLF-EM 
anomalies occur in the area and could represent mineralized 
horizons.

Further exploration is recommended to test these targets.
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INTRODUCTION

A single claim block of 6, one quarter lot units was staked to cover 
the eastern extension of the Canadian Mono Metal gold horizon 
(Figure 1). In the mid to late 1980's their gold prospect northeast 
of Bannockburn was investigated by surface and underground programs. 
The author visited it in early 1988 at which time he observed the 
mineralization. It occurs in proximity to a mafic volcanic-clastic 
sedimentary contact. Exhalitic chert is common and forms beds in 
the clastic sedimentary units. The economic mineralization occurs 
in a cross cutting quartz vein but near the contact. According to 
recent reports this deposit contains 302,359 tons grading 0.417 
ounces per ton (275,000 tonnes grading 14.3 grams per ton) 
(Can. Mines Handbook 1991-92).

Two other gold prospects are known in the area, the Bannockburn 
gold prospect just west of Bannockburn on a granite-sedimentary 
contact and the Craig Mine 6 kilometres northeast in the mafic 
volcanic sequence.

During claim staking an old trench was located on the western claim 
boundary. Subsequent discussions with Mr. Delbert Plantt, who owns 
much of the surface and some of the mineral rights in the area, 
indicated an additional gold prospect is situated just west of the 
property boundary.

In the original submission various types of geological, geochemical 
and geophysical surveys were proposed. These were more or less 
adhered to but were somewhat limited by the extensive beaver ponding 
of the lower ground. Control was established from a 16.6 kilometre 
chained and flagged grid.

TOPOGRAPHY AND ACCESS

The McBride claim block is located about 2 kilometres east of 
the hamlet of Bannockburn on Highway 62 about 17 kilometres north of 
Madoc, Ontario. It straddles the Cooper road. Two woods roads 
provide access to the northern section of the claims, the first from 
the Cooper road at 22+50 North on the western boundary of the block. 
This road turns west off the claims and re-intersects the boundary
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from 31+00 to 33+00 north. It then traverses the block north of a 
series of ponds and intersects the second road. This second road 
leaves the Cooper road about 2 kilometres southeast of the first 
road and heads in a nothwesterly direction until it passes near the 
eastern claim boundary at 35+OON. Both roads are passable in dry 
weather with two wheel drive vehicles except for the central section 
across the claim block.

Most of the block has a topography of less than 15 metres. South 
along the old road, which parallels and is just north of the Cooper 
road, is the remains of an old farm. Fields parallel the road and 
extend north from it for a couple of hundred metres. In additional 
field runs east northeast from the west claim line at 23+00 metres 
north. To the northwest, west from about 29+OON to 31+OON is a 
large field in the adjacent lot. This field is interesting as it 
was for horses owned by the Canada Company. This company owned a 
railway line which was part of the Bay of Quinte railroad system and 
had its terminus of Bannockburn. Remains of the station, engine 
house and turntable can be seen at the northwest corner of 
Bannockburn. The old railway bed lies under the present Cooper road 
and was torn up in 1933 or 1934.

Beyond the fields the higher areas are covered with hardwood forest 
most of which has been selectively cut over for timber and firewood. 
This country, usually has a thin soil veneer and abundant small 
outcrops. The lower areas have considerable evergreens and are flat 
sediment filled troughs. Most have been dammed by beavers in recent 
years and are now impassable ponds and swamps.

EXPLORATION HISTORY

Mineral exploration in Madoc Township started with the first 
settlements. The oldest operation was the Seymour iron mine about 5 
kilometres due south of Eldorado, (Hewitt 1968). Gold was 
discovered in Eldorado in 1866 and led to a gold rush in the area. 
Other gold deposits were located at Bannockburn and just west of 
Queensborough. These deposits were explored and exploited prior to 
1900. From 1900 to the 1980's very little gold exploration was 
carried out and no new deposits were discovered.
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In the mid 1980's exploration in the Bannockburn area, by Canadian 
Mono Metals, located a new gold prospect about one kilometre 
northeast of the town. From the author's work this discovery seems 
to have been at the site of an earlier prospect as old trenches can 
be found east of it on quartz veins. Surface and underground work 
at the Canadian Mono Metals prospect has indicated 275,000 tonnes 
grading 14.3 grams per tonne. About the same time, surface 
exploration and a single drill hole was completed on the eastward 
extension of the Canadian Mono Metals marker horizon on the present 
claim block. While the results of the work suggests that the 
targets were located by geophysics, no record of such surveys are 
available. Numerous trenches were excavated north of the northern 
pond system and the single drill hole tested the central pit area. 
No assay results or geological maps are on file.

GENERAL GEOLOGY: NORTHEASTERN PART OF MADOC TOWNSHIP

The northeast part of Madoc Township is underlain by mafic volcanic 
rocks called the Tudor volcanics. To the southwest these rocks are 
in contact with a package of clastic sedimentary and carbonate rocks 
that underlie the central part of the township. A large section of 
the mafic volcanic rocks and local patches of the sedimentary rocks 
are covered by outliers of flat-lying Paleozoic carbonate rocks. On 
some areas such as along the west boundary of the claim block only 
the basal conglomerate of the Paleozoic sequence is preserved. All 
the older rocks are metamorphosed and deformed so that they now 
appear as schistose rocks of Upper Greenschist grade metamorphism 
with abundant tight folds. Hewitt shows the distribution of 
lithologies and makes some general comments on the structural 
pattern. The present study located key outcrops along the 
volcanic-sedimentary contact which showed a single strong northeast 
trending schistosity, and an east to southeast striking and westerly 
dipping stratigraphy.

These relationships suggest that the contact throughout the township 
is a continuous single folded horizon and that the mafic volcanic 
rocks underlie the clastic sedimentary package. Similar 
relationships have been observed in the south east corner of the
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township (McBride, 1991). Faulting has not been documented in the 
field except in the Paleozoic limestone cover. These late faults 
are filled with fluorite-barite veins and strike northwesterly.

Gold mineralization is not related to these faults but shows a 
strong correlation with the mafic volcanic contact. The 
Queensborough prospects (two) occur within 200 metres of it; one in 
the mafic volcanic rocks and the other in the clastic sedimentary 
rocks. Similarly the Canadian Mono Metal deposit occurs in veins 
that crosscut the contact, but gold is only found near it. 
Trenching, to the east, is along the contact and follows quartz 
veins or bands with reported gold values. Northeast of the Canadian 
Mono Metals prospect about 6 kilometres in Tudor Township is the 
Craig mine which is a gold prospect in mafic volcanic rocks about 
2000 metres below the contact. Two other gold prospects occur in 
the mafic volcanic rocks in the southeast corner of Tudor Township. 
The distribution of these deposits is similar to that discussed by 
the author for the Archean of Beardmore, Ontario (McBride 1987). 
This study produced a gold exploration model which led to the 
discovery of the Nugget Pond deposit in Paleozoic rocks (McBride, 
1990). It now seems that the model also is applicable in the 
Grenville Geological Province.

PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The claim block was geologically mapped on the established grid 
system (Figure 2). Initial mapping along the property boundaries 
showed that the favourable mafic volcanic-clastic sedimentary 
contact occurred in the northern half of the block, while the 
southern half was underlain mainly by limestones. As a result a 100 
metre spaced grid was established north of the baseline and a 200 
metre spaced grid south of it. Geological mapping was carried out 
on the grid and more detailed studies were performed on the stripped 
and trenched areas (Figures 3 and 4). Beyond the fields, the higher 
hardwood forests are underlain by suboutcrop. A thin veneer of soil 
is present and probably never exceeds 5 metres thick. Old fields 
are restricted to the more southern areas and appear to be located 
over areas of limestone. Even here the soil veneer is thin and 
outcrops are common.
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Mafic volcanic rocks underlie the northern third of the claim block. 
They consists of bedded chloritic tuffs for the most part and in 
some outcrops resembles the adjacent clastic sedimentary rocks. 
Disseminated iron carbonate and minor pyrite may be present. Pillow 
and bomb structures are locally present but do not seem to represent 
major units. With the presence of abundant bedded tuff bands, many 
bedding readings were obtained. They show that the bedding varies a 
great deal in strike from about 050 to almost 180 degrees and dips 
westerly at moderate to steep angles.

From about 34 N on line 30 E the beds trend northeasterly parallel 
to the main pond. To the east they follow the north shore of the 
pond and strike southeasterly at line 38E. The contact with the 
sedimentary rocks parallels the road and east of line 33E occurs 
between it and the pond. Near the contact the chloritic tuffs are 
well bedded but the contact is quite sharp. Chlorite decreases 
rapidly and the fine-grained clastic sedimentary rocks are 
sericitic. Locally they are almost totally sericite and resemble 
felsic tuffs. These rocks may carry significant iron carbonate. 
Because of their very limited stratigraphic thickness the felsic 
rocks are interpreted to be the product of ocean floor hydrothermal 
activity and not true felsic volcanism. Associated with the felsic 
horizon is an intermittent band of carbonaceous sedimentary rocks 
which are now graphitic schists. This band may be up to 8 metres 
wide but is usually much narrower. To the south along the edge of 
the pond the true sedimentary units become prominent. They are 
composed of bedded mudstones and siltstones with some iron 
carbonates. South of the pond is a major band of iron-rich 
carbonates. These rocks are buffish in colour and can be traced 
from line 31 E to 36 E. Erratic quartz veining plus disseminated 
pyrite and chalcopyrite may be present. Further south are more of 
the bedded fine-grained clastic sedimentary rocks; all the clastic 
rocks have been grouped as arenites.

The southern third of the block is underlain by limestones. This 
sequence of rocks is made up of highly deformed weakly to well 
bedded grey limestones with minor quartz arenite. Bedding attitudes 
can be obtained, but show a much more erratic pattern than in the 
adjacent arenites and mafic volcanics.
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All rock units indicate an intense structural history at moderate 
grade Greenschist metamorphism. A schistosity can be measured on 
most outcrops and is remarkably linear. It dips sub vertical and 
strikes about 050 degrees. While they have not been plotted on a 
stereonet, a scan of the geology map (Figure 2) clearly shows their 
character. Associated, with this schistosity, are folds to which it 
is axial planar. These folds of bedding plunge consistently to the 
southwest at moderate angles in the volcanic and arenaceous rocks; 
in the carbonates the values, like those of the bedding, are much 
more erratic.

These structural observations show that the bedding is folded about 
a northeast axial plane and trends more easterly than the 
schistosity. They outline a southwesterly plunging syncline with 
the sedimentary rocks in the core. Regionally, of equal importance 
is the fact that the deformation consists only one major period. 
This fact is surprising from what the author has read of the history 
of the Grenville or observed in the Kingston-Gananoque area.

Detailed mapping was carried out in the areas previously stripped 
and trenched. The general observations from this work has been 
included in the previous discussion and the details are shown on the 
trench maps (Figures 3 and 4).

SOIL AND ROCK GEOCHEMISTRY (Figure 5)

A soil geochemical survey was undertaken to cover the favourable 
geological environment. Mapping had shown that the volcanic-clastic 
sedimentary contact traversed the northern part of the claim block. 
Sampling was carried out on 200 metre spaced lines on the even 
numbered lines. Samples were taken on a 50 metre sample using 
red B-zone soil. Samples could not be taken in some areas of 
sub-outcrop especially near the northern boundary or in the black 
mud of the low swampy areas.
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Number

3001

3011

3012

3013

3014

3015

3016

3017

3018

3019

3020

3021

Location

Plantt shwg

32E f 33+20N

30*90E,33*85N

31*60E,31*25N

34E,34*50N

32E,37*25N

34E, 34N

30E,33*50N

37*60E,34*10N

36*50E,35*40N

35*95E,35*65N

33E,34*50N

TABLE 

Rock Samples

Description

Composite chip sample
"ore" dump 100 m west of 3017

Value ppb

5

Fe-carbonate band 8

Quartz band 23

Quartz band with pyrite 7

Fe-carbonate and quartz 19

Fe-carbonate in chloritic tuff 8

Fe-carbonate and pyrite 166

Quartz band in tuffs 18

l m cherty seds. with minor py 26

Quartz vein in tuffs 10

1 m quartz vein in felsic tuffs 15

2 m felsic band with qtz&Fe-carb 16
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All samples were analysed by Bell-White Laboratories in Haileybury, 
Ontario and the gold results were reported in p.p.b. (Appendix I). 
Gold values varied from 8 to 174 p.p.b. All values above 20 p.p.b. 
are found in lines 34, 36 and 38 East around the central pond or 
north of it and are in the area of the favourable contact. They 
suggest enrichment of gold in this area.

Rock samples were taken from some outcrops and all the known 
trenches. Most of the samples are grabs and chip samples are noted 
by the length of sample (Table 1). The results are plotted on 
Figure 5. They generally fall within the background range of 20 
p.p.b. calculated from the soil sample survey. Only one sample 
gave a significant value of 166 p.p.b. It is coincident with the 
158 p.p.b. soil sample south of the pond.

These two geochemical parameters suggest a moderate gold enrichment 
in the northeast quadrant of the claim block. The importance of 
this trend can only be estimated in terms of the relative values. 
They suggest that more work is warranted around the pond and 
parallel to it from line 34E to the east.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

Preamble

Two geophysical surveys were utilized to help define target areas on 
the claim block. A magnetic survey was conducted on all grid lines 
at 25 metre stations and a VLF survey was carried out on the 100 
metre spaced lines north of the baseline also at 25 metre spacing.

VLF Survey (Figure 6)

The VLF survey was run with a Geonics EM-16 VLF unit using the 
station in the state of Washington (Appendix 2). This station 
operates at a frequency of 248 kilohertz. Stations were set at the 
25 metre markers and all measurements were taken with the operator 
facing north. All values have been plotted (Figure 6) and anomaly 
axes have been marked. Coverage could not be obtained over the 
ponds.
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The major anomalous trend underlies the major pond and the creek 
gully that drains it west (anomaly "A") . The bedrock component of 
this anomaly is unknown but seems to be small because the anomaly 
increases where the pond widens and the overburden appears to 
thicken. A second anomaly "B", is coincident with the pond in the 
southwest corner of the map area.

Anomaly "C" occurs on lines 3SE to 38E near the baseline. Not much 
can be said about its importance as it lies near the northern margin 
of the large low swampy area that flanks the base line. To the 
north of anomaly "C" is anomaly "D" which is a weak response that 
may be partially masked by anomaly "A". It appears to be related to 
the southern contact of the iron-rich carbonate band with the quartz 
arenites. It is in an area of suboutcrop however neither 
prospecting or soil geochemistry detected gold values in the area. 
Hand trenching should test the anomaly where it is the strongest on 
line 37E.

The remaining anomalies occur north of the pond. Anomalies "E" and 
"F" outline two parallel conductive zones 75 to 100 metres apart in 
the tuffaceous mafic volcanic rocks and appear to represent 
conductive zone in the stratigraphy. The main anomalous soil values 
occur near the southern conductor or south of it. Anomaly "E" 
represents the major target on the property. Anomaly "E" and "F" 
appear to extend intermittently across the property to the western

boundary. Another anomaly "G" may be present in a northwest 
direction from line 34E just north of the small pond. This anomaly 
reflects a narrow overburden filled trough which is a low swampy 
area. A final one line anomaly occurs on line 30E at 38+25N; its 
importance is not known but it lies in a low swampy area.

In summary, 8 VLF anomalies are present on the property; three of 
them, "D", "E" and "F" appear to be related to bedrock features and 
warrant follow-up.
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Magnetic Survey (Figure 7)

The entire grid was surveyed at 25 metre stations using a proton 
precession total field Geometrix 816 A magnetometer. Data was 
corrected to base line control values which were measured within a 
45 minute time frame. All values are plotted (Figure 7) and 
contoured to show the main trends. Values vary from the 4,000 to 
11,000 range using a base value of 50,000 gammas. South of the 
baseline (L31N), the values vary about 4,000 gammas. On the lines 
the values do not show any regular pattern but seem to increase in 
value to the east. Such a pattern could reflect a completely 
infolded sequence of variably magnetic units with the non magnetic 
limestone forming the core of the structure to the south and west; 
for this reason the values have not been contoured. The 
distribution of limestone and quartz arenite support this general 
interpretation and suggests that moderately magnetic bands occur 
within the quartz arenites.

To some degree this pattern extends north of the base line as far as 
the main pond. An intermittently magnetic band crosses the claim 
block from L30E 34N to L38, 29+50N. It is well within the 
sedimentary rocks and lies south the iron-rich carbonate band. The 
carbonate band shows up as a 2,000 plus gamma low. North of the 
pond the volcanic tuffs and related units act as one would suspect. 
The values are generally uniform and on the lower side. Spot high 
values are common but do not suggest any continuity. Only lines 37E 
and 38E show highly elevated values in the plus 10,000 gamma range 
or consistently 4,000 gammas above the average. From geological 
mapping these values occur well down (northeast) in the volcanic 
pile and may represent flows or sills. Outcrops suggest that the 
rocks are still predominantly tuffs in this area.

In general magnetic survey has been of some assistance in 
identifying individual rock units. However, in this completely 
folded geology it must be supported by detailed field mapping.
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CONCLDSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present program was designed to trace the Canadian Mono Metals 
gold bearing environment east and access its potential. To this 
goal it has been successful and the results indicate an area for 
future exploration.

Mapping has shown the location and direction of the favourable mafic 
volcanic-sedimentary contact and between lines 34 and 38E there is a 
moderate gold anomaly in soils associated with it. In addition, two 
weak to moderate VLF anomalies are present in the area. Other VLF 
anomalies are present, some of which may be important. The Magnetic 
survey showed the mafics below the tuffs near the contact to be 
magnetic and thus they can be traced in areas of poor outcrop.

It is recommended that follow up be conducted in the northeast 
corner of the grid. The best method involves trenching and more 
detailed geochemical and geophysical surveys in small areas. More 
reconnaissance work is required to extend the favourable horizon and

i

locate more geochemical targets along it. '
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BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
P.O. BOX 187. 
POJ 1KO

HAILEYBURY. ONTARIO TEL: 672-31O7 
FAX: (7O5) 672-5843

Qforttftrat? of Analgata
0619

SAMPLE(S) OF: Rock (12) Soil (68) 

SAMPLE(S) FROM: Mr - D' McBride

DATE: January 08, 1992 

RECEIVED: January 1992

Sample f

SL 3001
SL 3011
SL 3012
SL 3013
SL 3014
SL 3015
SL 3016
SL 3017
SL 3018
SL 3019
SL 3020
SL 3021
M 30 E
31n
31*50n
32n
33n
33*50n
34n
34*50n
35n
35*50n
36n
36*50n
37n
37+SOn
38n
38-50n
38+SOn
M 32 E
31*50n
32n
32*50n

Au 
ppb

5
8
23
7
19
8
166
18
26
10
15
16

12
18
14
10
20
16
14
12
12
20
10
12
14
10
14
10

12
8
18

IN ACCORDANCE WITH LONG-ESTABLISHED NORTH 
AMERICAN CUSTOM. UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY STATED 
OTHERWISE GOLD AND SILVER VALUES REPORTED ON 
THESE SHEETS HAVE NOT BEEN ADJUSTED TO COMPEN 
SATE FOR LOSSES AND GAINS INHERENT IN THE FIRE 

ASSAY PROCESS.

BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.



BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
P.O. BOX 187. 
POJ 1KO

HAILEYBURY. ONTARIO TEL: 672-3107 
FAX: (7O5) 672-5843

Qfcrttftrat* of Analysts

0619

SAMPLE(S)OF: Rock (12) Soil (68) 

SAMPLE(S) FROM: Mr - D- McBride

DATE: January 08, 1992 

RECEIVED: January 1992

Sample i

33n
33*50n
34n
34*50n
35+SOn
36*50n
37n
37*50n
38+SOn
39n
M 34 E
31n
32n
32*25n
33n
33*50n
34n
34+SOn
35*25n
36+SOn
36^90n
37*35n
39n
M 36 E
32n
32 + SOn
33n
33+SOn
34+OOn
35*50n
36n
36*50n
37n

Au
ppb

16
12
14
12
14
10
16
12
10
18

12
14
12
12
20
14
158
36
12
12
30
12

16
18
18
72
8
174
68
82
20

IN ACCORDANCE WITH LONG-ESTABLISHED NORTH 
AMERICAN CUSTOM. UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY STATED 
OTHERWISE GOLD AND SILVER VALUES REPORTED ON 
THESE SHEETS HAVE NOT BEEN ADJUSTED TO COMPEN 
SATE FOR LOSSES AND CAINS INHERENT IN THE FIRE 

ASSAY PROCESS.

BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.



BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
P.O. BOX 187. 
POJ 1KO

HAILEYBURY. ONTARIO TEL: 672-31O7
FAX: (705) 672-5843

Qterttfkat* of Analysts
0619

SAMPLE(S)OF: Rock (12) Soil (68) 

SAMPLE(S) FROM: Mr ' D' McBride

DATE: January 08, 1992 

RECEIVED: January 1992

Sample t

37+SOn
38n
38*50n
39n
M 38 E
31+OOn
31*50n
32n
33n
34+SOn
34*50n
35n
35*50n
36n
36*50n
37n
37*75n
38*50n
39n

Au 
ppb

78
22
8
92

16
12
16
8
72
10
10
8
12
16
6
14
10
12

NOTE: Two soil bags marked M38E 34+50N.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH LONG-ESTABLISHED NORTH 
AMCmCAN CUSTOM. UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY STATED 
OTHERWSC GOLD AND SILVER VALUES REPORTED ON 
THESE SHEETS HAVE NOT BEEN ADJUSTED TO COMPEN 
SATE FOR LOSSES AND CAINS INHERENT IN THE FIRE 

ASSAY PROCESS.

BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
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OEONICS EM-16 VLP-EM 

SPECIFICATIONS

Measured Quantity

Sensitivity

Resolution 

Output

Operating Frequency 

Operator Controls

Power Supply

Dlnensions

Weight

In-phase and quad-phase components of vertical 
magnetic field as .a percentage - of horizon 1 ' 
primary field, (i.e.tangent of the tilt angle c 
ellipticity)

In-phase : t/- ISO \ 
Quad-phase : -i-/- 40 \

Nulling by audio tone. In-phase indication from 
mechanical inclinometer and quad-phase from a 
graduated dial.

15 -25 KHz VLF Radio Band. Station selection done 
by means of plug-ins.

On/Off switch, battery test push button, station 
selector switch, audio volume control, quadrature 
dial, inclinometer.

6 disposable 'AA' cells 

42 x 14 x 9 cm

Instrument: 1.6 kg 
Shipping : 5.5 kg
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